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In chromatographic separations involving elutes with large differences in the
molecular size, the adsorption saturation capacities of the elutes may differ because
of the differences in the degree of size exclusion. With uneven saturation capacities,
isotherm crossovers may occur, which often results in selectivity reversal. In this
work, a new multicomponent isotherm has been developed for this kind of system.
The isotherm is an extension of the common multicomponent Langmuir isotherm
and introduces no or a very limited number of new parumeters for its construction.
The isotherm crossover conditions have also been derived. Simulations based on a
general rate model using the new isotherm have successfully demonstrated the phenomena of peak reversal and crossover of breakthrough curves.

Introduction
Because of the rapid development of preparative and largescale chromatography for bioseparations, there has been a
demand for adequate mathematical modelings of various chromatographic processes. Unlike analytical liquid chromatography, preparative and large-scale chromatography often
involves various mass transfer resistances, and the process is
often nonlinear due to volume or concentration overload. For
chromatographic separation of large biomolecules (such as
proteins) using porous adsorbents, size exclusion becomes significant. In such cases, some large molecules can access neither
part of the small macropores in the adsorbent particles nor
the entire adsorbent particles at all. This is especially true for
chromatographic separations of proteins such as affinity chromatography in which large macromolecules are present. For
a multicomponent system involving components with different
molecular sizes, the extent of size exclusion is not the same
for all the components. This often causes uneven adsorption
saturation capacities for the components. The least excluded
component tends to have the highest saturation capacity and
vice versa.
A study of size exclusion coupled with adsorption is a relatively new topic. In the past, size exclusion chromatography
has been used to separate compounds with different molecular
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sizes. The component with a larger molecular size has less
chances to penetrate the macropores of the adsorbent, thus it
has a smaller retention time. A size exclusion adsorbent (or
gel) should have minimum adsorption ability, since adsorption
is often considered an undesirable side effect in size exclusion
chromatography. It disrupts the retention sequencedetermined
by molecular size distribution of the components. Ironically,
the size exclusion comes as a side effect of nonsize exclusion
chromatography, such as affinity and adsorption chromatography.
Uneven saturation capacities caused by size exclusion or
other reasons bring serious complications in mathematical
modeling, and its research deserves special attention (Ruthven,
1984; Huang and Horvath, 1987; &Iew t t al., 1987; Huang
and Guichon, 1989; Fallah et al., 1990). Multicomponent
Langmuir isotherm is a widely used multicomponent isotherm
because of its simplicity and applicability. Unfortunately, it
violates the Gibbs-Duhem law of thermodynamics (Kemball
et al., 1947; Ruthven, 1984).
In this work, a new isotherm quation system has been
developed for multicomponent systems with uneven saturation
capacities induced either by size exclusion or some chemical
reasons. The crossovcr of the isotherm has b a n studied using
a general rate model with the new isotherm to demonstrate the
"peak reversal" phenomenon in multicomponent elution and
crossover of breakthrough curves.
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Theory and Mathematical Models

General multicomponent rate model
The general multicomponent rate model used (Gu et al.,
1990) considers axial dispersion, external film mass transfer
resistance, and intraparticle diffusion. It assumes a local equilibrium for each component between the pore surface and the
stagnant fluid phase in the macropores.
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If component i is a displacer,

In Eq. 2, cj i s the dimensionlessconcentration of component
i in the solid phase of the particles. It is linked directly to a
multicomponent isotherm such as the following commonly
used multicomponent Langmuir isotherm.
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The model equations can be transformed into the following
dimensionless equations:

that is,

Extensions of the general multicomponent rate model
The assumption that there exists a local equilibrium for each
component between the stagnant fluid phase inside macropores
and the solid phase of the particles may not be satisfied, if the
adsorption and desorption rates are not high or the mass transfer rates are relatively much faster. In such cases, isotherm
expressions cannot be inserted directly into Eq. 2 to replace
c;. Instead, a kinetic expression is often used. The so-called
second-order kinetics has been used widely to account for
reaction kinetics in the study of affinity chromatography
(Chase, 1984a,b;Arnold et al., 1985; 1986a.b; Arveand Liapis,
1987). A general rate model with second-order kinetics was
applied to affinity chromatography by Arve and Liapis (1987).
The second-order kinetics assumes the following reversible
binding and dissociation reaction.

with the initial condition,

and with the boundary condition,

For frontal adsorption,
C,,(7)/CW' 1.
For elution,

OSTST~
else

where Pi is component i in the fluid, and L represents active
binding sites or immobilized ligands. In Eq. 17, the binding
kinetics is of second-order and the disassociation first-order,
as shown by the rate expression below.

'

After the sample introduction (in the form of frontal adsorp
tion):
If component i is displaced,
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where kaiand kd are the adsorption and desorption rate constants for component i, respectively. The rate constant k,, has
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a unit of concentration over time while the rate constant kdi
has a unit of inverse time.
If the reaction rates are relatively large compared to mass
transfer rates, then instant adsorption/desorption equilibrium
can be assumed such that both sides of Eq. 19 can be set to
zero, which consequently gives the Langmuir isotherms with
the equilibrium constant bi= kd/kdi for each component.
Introducing dimensionless groups W = L (k&)/v and
Daf= Lk,& which are defined as the Damkolher numbers
(Froment and Bischoff, 1979) for adsorption and desorption,
respectively, Eq. 19 can be nondimensionalized as follows.

;

exclusion factor 0 SF?s 1 such that E; =F~E,.
To include the
size exclusion effect, Eq. 2 should be modified as follows:

-

where the first term (1 E,) (aC$/dt) should be dropped or
set to zero, if the component does not bind with the stationary
phase. It should be pointed out again that C b in Eq. 21 is
based on the unit volume of the solids of the particles excluding
.
a component
the pores measured by theparticleporosity E ~ For
that is completely excluded from the particles (i.e., E;=O)
adsorbing only on the outer surface of the particles, Eq. 21
degenerates into the following interfacial mass balance relationship.

If the saturation capacities are the same for all the components
at equilibrium, Eq. 20 gives biCoi= Dar/DaP and a, =
Chi= csDc;l/Daf for the resultant multicomponent ~ u i r
isotherm. The Damkolher numbers reflect the characteristic
This equation can be combined with the bulk phase governing
reaction times to that of the stoichiometric time. The bi=
equation (Eq. 1) to give the following equation that is similar
k,/k, values for affinity chromatography are often very large
to a lumped particle model.
(Chasc, 1984b), but it is erroneous to jump to the conclusion
based on this alone (that the desorption rate must be much
smal!er than the adsorption rate sincc ttz two processti have
different reaction orders), and concentration C, often is very
small at the adsorption term in Eq. 19. It is obvious that the
where Cj either follows the multicomponent isotherms or the
dimemionles; Darnkii!her numbers provide a better comparexpression for reversible binding. If component i does not bind
ison in this regard.
with the stationary phase, C;-0 and the fourth term in Eq.
Adding the second-orhr kinetics to the general rate model
23 is dropped for that component. A reminder again that the
does not complicate ...: wmerical procedure for its solution
solid-phase concentration of component i, CL. is based on the
since the discretization process is untouched. One only has to
unit volume of the solid part of the particle excluding pores,
add Eq. 20 in the final ODB (ordinary differential equation)
i.e., the unit volume of the solid skeleton. The dimensionless
system. The final ODE sysmn consists of Eqs. 9, 10 and 20.
form of Eq. 23 is:
With the trial values of c,., ,c and cb in the function subroutine
(Gu et al., 1990a) in the FORTRAN code, their derivatives
can be evaluated easily from the three ODE expressions.
If Ne elements and N interior collocation points are used
for the discretization of Eqs. 9 and 10, there will be
Ns(We+ l)(W+ 1) ODE'S in the final ODE system, which
Solution strategy
are Ns ( W e + IWrnore than in the equilibriumcase (Gu, 1990).
These extra ODE'S come from Eq. 20 at each element node
If no component is totally excluded, addition of the size
and each interior collocation point for each component.
exclusion effect in the rate models is very simple. One only
has to use eiD,, to replace E,D, in the expression of Bii and
71, and €2in E,C, of Eq. 10.
Addition of size exclusion to the rate model
Mathematically, a singularity occurs in the model equation
Several mathematical models have been proposed for size
system when a component (say, component i) is totally excluded from the particles (i.e., e2=0) if one does not use Eq.
exclusion chromatography (Yau et al., 1979;Kim and Johnson,
1984; Koo and Wankat. 1988). among which the model pro24 to replace Eqs. 9 and 10. It turns out that for numerical
posed by Kim and Johnson is particularly helpful for this work.
calculation, there is no need to wony about this singularity,
if €2is given a very small value below that of the tolerance of
Their model is similar to the general rate model described in
the ODE solver, which is set to lo-' throughout this work. It
this work, except that their model considers size exclusion in
is found that this treatment gives the results that have the same
single-component systems involving no adsorption. They invalues for the first five significant digits as those obtained by
troduced an "accessible pore volume fraction" to account for
the size exclusion effect.
using Eq. 24.
One should be aware that the size exclusion of a component
In this work, the symbol €2is used to denote the accessible
porosity (i.e., accessible macropore volume fraction) for comaffects its saturation capacity in the isotherm. It also affects
the effective diffusivity of the component since the tortuosity
ponent i. It implies that for small molecules with no size exclusion effect, e s = ~ , , and for large molecules that are
is related to the accessible porosity. It is clear that using size
completely excluded from the particles €5= 0. For any rnediumexclusion in a multicomponent model often leads to the use
sized molecules, O< cii< E., It is convenient to define a size
of uneven saturation capacities for a component with signifAlChE Journal
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icant size exclusion and a component without size exclusion.
This may cause problems when the multicomponent Langmuir
isotherm is used in terms of thermodynamic inconsistency.

Results and Discussion
Multicomponent adsorption systems with uneven saturation capacities

Recalling the earlier definition FY=e>/ep, it is clear that for
a component with a higher degree of size exclusion, its FY
value is smaller and so is its saturation capacity G.
One may
for those B,, values that
reasonably assume that 8,are apparently not q u a l to unity. If those BUvaluesare obtained
from experimental correlation, the model then becomes semitheoretical. If adsorption equilibrium is assumed, Eq. 25 becomes:

c/q

Many multicomponent adsorption systems have different
saturation capacities for differan?r~mp~?es??!s.
!E s ~ r&cs,
h
the multicomponent Langmuir isotherm is thermodynamically
inconsistent (Ruthven, 1984). Although it can be considered
only as an experimental expression used for correlation, it may
not be used for extrapolation over a wider concentration range
(Ruthven, 1984). In this work, the saturation capacities are
based on the unit of molecular counts such as mole, not the
weight of solutes p a unit volume of particle skeleton. The
differences in saturation capacities can be caused by physical
or chemical reasons.

Equation 28 can be rewritten in the following matrix form.

Systems with -physically-induced
uneven saturation capacities

which gives the following extended multicomponent Langmuir

In size exclusion chromatography, adsorption is considered
as a side effect that should be avoided. With the rapid growth
in the separation of large molecules such as proteins by using
various chromatographic methods such as affinity chromatography and ion exchange, the involvement of the size exclusion effect becomes often unavoidable. This is a very important
issue that deserves special attention. The adsorption saturation
capacities of a multicomponent system with size exclusions
cannot be considered equal for components with widely different degrees of size exc&on. The component with a greater
degree of size exclusion tends to have a smaller saturation
capacity, since some binding sites on the surfaces of macropores are blocked due to size exclusion.

Kinetic and isotherm models
In this work, a novel mathematical treatment is presented
for systems with uneven saturation capacities for components
with different degrees of size exclusion, which follow the second-order kinetics for binding reactions. It is assumed that
one molecule can occupy only one binding site, and its binding
or size exclusion does not block the accessibilityof other vacant
binding sites. It also is a reasonable assumption that one molecule can take only one binding site for affinity chromatography involving low-density immobilized ligands.
Based on these basic assumptions, Eq. 19 can be modified
to give the following kinetic expression:

where constants O < O i , s 1 are called "discount factors" in this
work, which are used to discount the values of CL that belong
to the components with a lower degree of size exclusion:

0,,-

"-

i=j

or

C+q

<1 C<C;"

(26)

Its rearrangement gives:

isotherm.

[GI= ([BI + m)- l

(30)

where
1 i=j

h =b C p C . B"=

and 4'= [0

For a binw system in which component
a hipha
degree of size wclusion than component 2, one obtains
ell= 822 = Ozl = 1 and 812 < 1. The extended binary Langmuir
isotherm becomes:

c;,=

bCp,Kl + b&)G

- WzCpzG'1

1 + blCp~+W p z + ( 1 - 812)Wp1bd&

(31)

It is obvious that the above two isothenn expressions reduce
= G and
to the common Langmuir isotherm expressions if
OI2=1. The extended binary Langmuir isothenn has only one
more extra constant 012apart from C;D = G than the common
Langmuir isotherm, and 012may often be reasonably set to
cp/G.
The extended multicomponent isotherm can also be applied
to some adsorption systems with uneven saturation capacities
which are not induced by size exclusion.

Systms with chically-induc&, uneven m r & j o n capacities
In some multicomponent systems, uneven saturation capacities do no?
frem rlifferezt degrees ef sk: exchsion,
but they are induced by an adsorption mechanism at the molecular level. For example, suppose the binding sites (or ligands)
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of a binary system are a racemic mixture, which makes no
difference to component 2, but only part of which is active
and usable for component 1. Then, component 1 has a lower
saturation capacity than component 2. The mathematical treatment for such a system is the same as that for systems with
uneven saturation capacities that are induced by size exclusion.
The discount factor el, may also be reasonably set to the ratio
Cf/Cf. For qystems with more than two components, the
determination of 19, values may not be that simple.

1 (RetentionTime = 3.20)

-CO1= 1.4 Cq = 0.1

Isothenn crcrssover
With uneven saturation capacities, isotherm "crossover"
may occur. This happens when a component with a smaller
saturation capacity has a larger adsorption equilibrium concentration. In this work, the isotherm concentration crossover
point C; is defined as the concentration in the stagnant fluid
inside macropres for a pair of components, at which their
concentrations in the solid phase (Ck) are the same.
The concenttation crossover point for the binary isotherms
(Eqs. 3 1 and 32) can be derived by subtracting the two isotherm
expressions and setting Cpl= Cp2= C;.

2

0
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Figun 1. Peak reversal due to incnrsed component 1
concmtratlon.

from which the following critical selectivity crossover concentration can be easily obtained with Cpl= Cp2=C; and
'I.
b2G)C;+ hb2t2C; ( 1 + ) d ~ l ( @ ( ~ ~ )CP/Cf:
c;, - c;, = ( b G1 +-b,C;+
b2C;+ (1 -8,361C32C;

-

Making the left!hand side of Eq. 33 zero, one obtains:
(blcf

- b2Cf)Ci + blb$cf-(l

+ & ) G I =O

In Eq. 40 for C;>O, the following quation must be satisfied:

which gives a nontrivial solution

e>

Cf. Thus,
The denominator of Eq. 36 is positive since
the binary i s o t h m has a crossover point if, and only if, the
crossover concentration has a positive value, which requires

which readily reduces to Eq. 37. Thus, both concentration
crossover and selectivity crossover need to satisfy Eq. 37.
It has been known that selectivity depends on the concentration range, and selectivity reversal may occur in the operational concentration range (Antia and Horvath, 1989). A
selectivity reversal may cause the reversal of the sequence of
elution peaks since the migration speed of a component is
determined primarily by its aC;/aC,
value (Helfferich and
Klein, 1970). Peak reversal in elution usually happens in volume overload cases, if the feed concentration is very high.
Figure 1 shows two binary elution cases, in which component
Table 1. Parameter Values Used for Slmulatioa*

Isothenn concatration crossover often signals a selectivity
change. The selectivity crossover point in this work is defined
as the critical concentration C:= Cp, and Cp2,with which the
relative selectivity of the two components,
Relative Selectivity =

acyac,,
acpacP2
'

Physical

Paramam
Figure
l4

(38)

is unity. The stltrtivity crossover point can be found by following an approach similar to that for the concentration crossover point. Setting the lefthand side of Eq. 38 to unity yields:

'

Species
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Peu

7,

Bi,

a,

Numerical
Parameters
N
b,x Cw Ne

3 0 0 4 2 0 4 4 x
300 4 20 2
lx
3 0 0 1 4 0 4 4 x
300
1 4 0 2
lx
300
1 20 4
4x
300 1 20 1
0.5 x
300 1 20 4
4x
300 4 20 1
0.5~

'In all cues, eb= 0.4. c1=0.4. For all elution cases,sample sizes are: ,? = 1.0,
The enor tolerance of the ODE solver
is tol= lo-'. Double precision ir used in the Fortran code.

except for Figure 4 in which zh=O.OS.
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1 has a smaller saturation capacity and a higher adsorption
equilibrium constant than component 2. Parameter values used
for simulation are listed in Table 1. The dashed lines show
that component 2 has a smaller retention time than component
1 when the feed concentration of component 1 is low, while
the solid lines show that component 2 has a higher retention
time when the feed concentration of component 1 is increased
tenfold. It is interesting to note that in Figure 1 (solid lines)
the tail end of the component 1 peak is behind that of the
component 2 peak. Apparently, at low concentrations component 1 has a higher affinity than component 2.
Figure 2 has the same conditions as Figure 1, except that in
the solid line case the concentrations of components 1 and 2
are both 2.0 in Figure 2. The peak reversal phenomenon is
also present in Figure 2. If the uneven saturation capacities
are not chemically-induced, but by size exclusion, peak reversal
still can be present. Figure 3 clearly shows such a case in which
component 1 has a size exclusion factor of F;.'= 0.5.
In Figures 1-3, the sample size is quite large (7MP= 1.0) such
that a sample is not diluted too much during migration inside
the column. Otherwise, the dilution of the sample will quickly
move the general working concentration range in the isotherm

Figure 4. No peak reversal due to small sample slze.
from that over the isotherm crossover point to below the point.
In such a case, peak reversal may not occur at all. Figure 4
has the same conditions as Figure 3, except that in Figure 4
the sample size is much smaller (rimD=0.05). There is no peak
reversal in Figure 4 (solid lines) because the concentrations of
the two sample components are below the isotherm crossover
point most of the time during their migration inside the column.
Their concentrations are quickly diluted in the initial stage of
the migration because of the small sample size.
The selectivity reversal is also very interesting in frontal
adsorption. The solid lines in Figure 5 show that the breakthrough curves cross over each other when the feed concentrations are high. Figure 6 (with size exclusion) also shows a
crossover of breakthrough curves (solid lines). It should be
pointed out that a crossover of breakthrough curves depends
on not only the isotherm characteristics and f e d concentration, but also on mass transfer conditions. Figure 7 has the
same conditions as Figure 6, except that v2=4 (for component
2) in Figure 7, instead of q2= 1 in Figure 6. There is a reversal
of sequence of breakthrough curves when the feed concentrations are increased, but there is no crossover of the two curves.
The absence of a crossover of the two breakthrough curves is
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6

8

DlMENSlONLESS TlME

Figure 3. Peak revenal with size exclusion.
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Figure 2. Peak reversal in binary elution without s l n
excluslon.
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Figure 5. Crossover ot breakthrough curves (nosize ex.
clusion).
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either by size exclusion or by racernic discrimination of the
active sites toward the solutes. The mathematical criteria for
isotherm crossover in terms of concentration and selectivity
have been derived. A general rate model that considers various
mass transfer effects and the new isotherm has been used to
demonstrate the phenomena of peak reversals in elution and
crossovers of breakthrough curves.
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Notation
DIMENSIONLESS TIME

Figure 6. Crossover of breakthrough curves (with size
exclusion).
apparently due to the change of the relative positions of the
concentration fronts of the two components arising from the
change in mass transfer conditions for component 2.
A detailed treatment of peak reversal due to isotherm selectivity crossover is considerably more difficult and involves
complicated debate. Peak reversal is not necessarily the consequence of selectivity reversal, although selectivity reversal
facilitates the peak reversal phenomenon. In this work, the
extended binary Langmuir isotherm successfully demonstrated
the peak reversal phenomenon without extreme differences
between the feed concentrations and adsorption equilibrium
values of the two components. The extended isotherm also
serves as a valuable isotherm model for experimental correlation of isotherm data showing uneven saturation capacities.
A similar approach can be applied readily to common stoichiometric ion-exchange systems.

Conciu8ions
In this work, a new isotherm has been proposed for multicomponent systems with uneven saturation capacitiesinduced

I*

a,
b,
Bi,
C,
C,,

= constant in Langmuir isotherm for component i, b,C:
= adsorption equilibrium constant for component i, k,/kdi
= Biot number of mass transfer for component i, k&/(@,,,)

= bulk phase concentration of component i
= f a d concentration profile of component i, a time-dependent
variable
C, = concentration used for nondimensionalization. max 1 C,,( t ) )
C, = concentration of component i in the stagnant fluid phase
inside particle macropores
C ; = critical concentration for concentration crossover in a binary
isotherm
C h = concentration of component i in the solid phase of particle
(based on unit volume of particle skeleton)
Cp = adsorption saturation capacity for component i (based on unit
volume of particle skeleton)
cbi = C&,
c, =
c; = CJ/C,,,
cp = &,,,
DM = axial or radial dispersion coefficient of component i
D, = effective diffusivity of component i, porosity not included
= Damkolher number for adsorption
~ o ;=
' Damkolher number for desorption, Lkdi/uL (k,,Cw)/v
k, = film mass transfer coefficient of component i
k, = adsorption rate constant for component i
k,, = desorption rate constant for component i
L = column length
N = number of interior collocation points
Ne = number of quadratic elements
Ns = number of components
Pe, = Peclet number of axial dispersion for component i, vL/&
R = radial coordinate for particle
R, = particle radius
r = R/Rp
t = time
v = interstitial velocity
Z = axial coordinate
z = Z/L

.

~~~~

Greek ktters
bed void volume fraction
4 = particle porosity
7, = dimensionless constant. @&/(R$)
ti = dimensionless constant for component i, 3Bitq,(l tb)/eb
r = dimensionless time, vt/L
,T
= dimensionless time duration for a rectangular pulse of the
sunple
B,, = discount factors for extended multicomponent Langmuir isotherm
e, =

1;

/'rj

,
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Figure 7. Revenal of sequence of breakthrough curves
without their crossover.
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